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+16173381688 - https://www.winsordimsumcafe.com

Here you can find the menu of Winsor Dim Sum Cafe in Boston. At the moment, there are 19 courses and drinks
on the card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What BrendaC likes about Winsor Dim

Sum Cafe:
Meh.. I have to say that while the overall meal was good enough to eat, it was also generally kind of

disappointing. The highlights were definitely the chicken feet in black bean sauce and the pork and shrimp
dumplings but the rest of the dumplings weren't fresh and fell apart very easily. Also, the chinese broccoli looked
like it had seen better days and was served with literally two drops of oyster sauce very unfor... read more. What

Assia Vitale doesn't like about Winsor Dim Sum Cafe:
First time trying this place for lunch when we visited Boston on a Saturday. The food is great, however the place

is very small. We went during busy time and had to share table with 2 other groups. Since dining for me is a
combination of taste, and experience, I would say I didn't have a good experience overall. I would rather get

something for take out and eat on the park. Good to know: min 40 for credit card, 2.5 c... read more. Winsor Dim
Sum Cafe from Boston is a relaxed café, where you can have a small snack or cake with a hot coffee or a hot

chocolate, on the menu there are also a lot of Asian menus. visitors particularly appreciate the versatile,
delicious Chinese cuisine, The customers of the restaurant also appreciate the extensive variety of differing

coffee and tea specialities that the establishment has to offer.
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Appet�er�
FRIED SHRIMP

Mai� course�
RIBS

Gnocch�
GNOCCHI

Breakfas�
PORRIDGE

Noodle�
SINGAPORE NOODLES

Barbecu�
SPARE RIBS

Ho� drink�
TEA

Coffe�
CAFÉ

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

NOODLES

WRAP

PASTA

Ingredient� Use�
PORK MEAT

SHRIMP

EGG

MEAT

CHICKEN
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